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2020 for Windows, MacOS
and Linux By the end of
2017, AutoCAD had its 20th
major release, AutoCAD
2019, which includes a
number of new features,
including a new equation
editing tool. But many of the
new features and
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enhancements were already
available in a number of free
alternatives, so the only
reason to purchase AutoCAD
is if you're a CAD or
engineering company with a
need for a commercialgrade CAD solution. If you're
an individual contractor or
designer, you can find a
number of free CAD
solutions that are more than
adequate for most purposes.
AutoCAD vs. SketchUp vs.
3ds Max vs. Rhino In this
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article, we'll compare
AutoCAD to SketchUp (the
de facto standard 3D CAD
app for the Mac and
Windows platforms), and
3ds Max and Rhino (the de
facto standard 3D CAD app
for the Windows and macOS
platforms). If you want to
find out more about the
SketchUp alternatives,
check out SketchUp
alternatives. What's the
difference between AutoCAD
and SketchUp? The main
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differences between
AutoCAD and SketchUp are
the APIs used to program
the two applications.
AutoCAD uses an API
(application programming
interface) that requires the
user to have some
knowledge of CAD and
drafting concepts. SketchUp
is coded using the Graphic
JavaScript API. You don't
need to know any CAD or
drafting concepts to use
SketchUp, and the
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capabilities of SketchUp are
ever-expanding as the
Graphic JavaScript API
improves. If you're looking
for a good CAD software for
technical users, you can
safely say that AutoCAD is a
full-featured professionalgrade solution, but you'll
need to spend a lot of time
learning and practicing to
become an expert AutoCAD
user. (And, while I'm on the
topic of AutoCAD, the
learning curve on AutoCAD
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can be a bit steep for some
beginners.) SketchUp on the
other hand is a much
simpler program with fewer
capabilities. It's very easy to
get started using SketchUp
and still end up with a
workable 3D model. We'll be
looking at a number of key
AutoCAD capabilities in this
article. Note that some of
the screenshots in this
article may be formatted
slightly differently than the
formatting of the original
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Applesoft file. In fact, the
fonts and graphics in the
original Applesoft files may
not even be the same as
what
AutoCAD

(Windows only) AutoDesk
License Manager is a
component of AutoCAD that
allows its licensing
information to be managed.
Visual LISP Visual LISP is a
scripting language with
some object-oriented
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features. It was introduced
in AutoCAD LT with version
1.0, and expanded with
AutoCAD 2010. It is included
in AutoCAD LT 2017 and
above. The Visual LISP
scripting language can be
used to control AutoCAD via
a command-line interface.
Visual LISP is implemented
as a dialect of the Lisp
programming language. A
number of special
constructs of Lisp,
particularly the prefix
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notation of the Lisp family,
are used to achieve
maximum compatibility with
AutoCAD. However,
AutoCAD does not support
all the features of Lisp, and
further enhancements of the
language are possible. LISP
is used for creating macros
that control AutoCAD
features. For example, a
user can create a macro
that calculates distances on
geometric lines, with the
macro taking the length of
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the lines and two points as
input and producing the
resulting distance. Users of
Visual LISP can create such
macros, and can assign
them to keys or hotkeys so
that they can be executed
quickly and easily. The
Visual LISP language is
object-oriented, and
includes a number of
concepts from the objectoriented programming
languages Ada, Java and
C++. For example, the
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ActiveX language includes
support for many of the
object-oriented features of
Visual LISP. In the new
version of Visual LISP, these
are further enhanced, and
support for JavaScript is
added. AutoLISP AutoLISP is
an implementation of LISP
that is embedded in
AutoCAD LT. It provides the
standard features of the
LISP language, and also
adds support for visual
programming and
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extensions to the language.
The language was
developed by David Eastell
of GE Building and Planning
in the 1980s, and added to
AutoCAD in the 1990s.
AutoLISP includes a number
of features for visual
programming, where objects
can be created and
manipulated to form
instructions for how a
drawing is to be performed.
For example, a user may
create a new drawing
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object, and then create
other objects in relation to
this object. AutoLISP
supports user-defined
symbols for labels, texts,
buttons, lines and objects. It
also supports referencing
parts of other drawings and
to objects from other
drawings. Drawing objects
may be added, subt
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Q: How to check if a text is
stored in a database? I have
some data in database in a
specific format and I want to
check if the user is trying to
insert an incorrect data. For
example, if the user wants
to insert a number which is
not stored in the database,
how can I catch it? A: One
way would be to handle
validation in the insert() call.
For example: public bool
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ValidateInsert(string
myValue) { // validate and
return success/failure }
Then, in your insert() call, do
the following: if
(!ValidateInsert(myValue)) {
// Handle error } A: Every
time you make a call to
insert or update or delete a
record you can include any
custom validation logic.
Since this is a post and no
answer yet, it's likely not a
question about validation.
Q: Date Time Formatting I'm
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trying to format the result
from date/time to the
pattern of the user (in my
case a year/month/date) I've
tried to use
SimpleDateFormat like this :
SimpleDateFormat formatter
= new SimpleDateFormat("y
yyy-MM-dd"); Date date =
formatter.parse(myStr);
myStr is the input string, for
exemple : 2016-02-14 It
gives me the date in the
format "Mon Feb 14
00:00:00 CEST 2016" But I
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want it in "year/month/day"
format, like this :
2016-02-14 Is there a
method to do this? Thanks
A: Try this
SimpleDateFormat formatter
= new SimpleDateFormat("y
yyy-MM-dd"); Date date =
formatter.parse(myStr);
Instead of
SimpleDateFormat formatter
= new SimpleDateFormat("y
yyy-MM-dd"); Date date =
formatter.parse(myStr); Q:
C# Database First with
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Oracle I'm trying to learn C#
with Database First. My
database is Oracle. I've just
made my first project, but
i'm getting some problems. I
created the database in SQL
Developer and then added a
model to it. The problem is
that all my tables and
columns are set to a default
value,
What's New In?

This new user interface (UI)
in AutoCAD 2023 offers a
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more streamlined approach
to markups. The Import
ribbon is now in the Utility
ribbon, and AutoCAD
doesn’t offer separate
markups tools for Layers or
blocks anymore. Instead,
you can draw or modify the
properties of Layers or
blocks in the Properties
toolbox or the Properties
palette. Markups are now
made easier to incorporate
into your design. Send
feedback to your colleagues
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or clients by selecting the
markups you want to send
and pressing Enter. With
Markup Assist you can have
AutoCAD run through a
series of markups for you,
including: AutoComplete:
make the current markups
available as new
AutoComplete options
Suggest an alternative:
suggest a different item
from a list of options.
Include other layers: allow
layers to be included.
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Collapse: collapse the
current markups. Integrate
with Layers: add the
markups as you would with
Layers. Import: import the
markups from PDFs or
printed paper. Extend:
extend the current markups
to other layers or blocks.
AutoCAD’s UI has also
undergone a lot of work
since the previous release.
AutoCAD has a new Save
icon in the Quick Access
toolbar, as well as a new
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Save As button. When you
launch the Open dialog, you
can see the saved files in
the file list. The top section
of the file list shows the
current save location, and
the bottom section shows
the last used save locations.
You can create your own
folders to organize your files
with Save As. Additional
ribbon tabs: Visual Style:
access the current style
setting for lines, circles,
curves, polygons, text and
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shading. Object Snap:
access the current object
snap setting, and create a
new object snap setting.
Command and Comand
History: access the
command and history
settings. In addition to the
new ribbon UI, a number of
new toolbars and palettes
have been introduced.
Toolbar Use the new Hints
bar to access AutoCAD
Hints. Ribbon Tools are
located in the ribbon. The
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ribbon now contains tools
for Modeling, Drawing, 3D,
Layers, Objects, Utilities and
Printing. 3D tools have been
moved to the 3D tab.
Modeling tools are grouped
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System Requirements:

CPU: Intel or AMD 64-bit
processor (x86-64) RAM: At
least 8GB RAM
(recommended for a good
gaming experience) GPU:
NVIDIA GTX 700 series/AMD
Radeon R9 290/Radeon R9
Fury X, or higher. OS:
Windows 7/8, Windows 8.1
(64-bit), or Windows 10
(64-bit). DirectX: DirectX
11.0. Hard Drive: 20GB of
free hard drive space.
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Microsoft Gold Membership
or Xbox LIVE membership
required
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